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     On August 30, 2017 federal district judge Orlando 

Garcia temporarily halted implementation of Texas 

Senate Bill 4, or SB 4. In a win for the cities of San 

Antonio, Houston, Austin, Dallas, El Paso, and El 

Cenizo, federal district court judge Garcia’s order 

sends the message that local communities are not 

powerless in the face of state and national politics. 

     SB 4, which the Texas Legislature signed into law in 

May 2017, aims to prohibit local communities from 

enacting policies that stop officers from asking about, 

arresting, and detaining people based on immigration 

status or face fines, jail time on criminal misdemeanor 

charges, and removal from office. 

     SB 4 arose from a concern that immigrants who 

commit crimes will remain in our communities and 

continue committing crimes. Although the current 

political rhetoric has grossly exaggerated the number 

of immigrants who commit crimes, this is a valid 

concern. However, SB 4’s implementation would have 

had the opposite affect intended – silencing the very 

people who could bring criminals to justice. 

     - Continued on page 7. 
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     When I left Eritrea and came to the US seeking 

protection, I was hoping for a warm welcome and 

humane treatment. Unfortunately, nothing was near 

to warm or humane.  I am saying this statement, 

because I have been through the prison system and,

for quite some time, I have been assisting asylum 

seekers who are under the custody of ICE 

(Immigration and Custom Enforcement). 

     At the port of entry, my first encounter was with 

CBP (Custom and Border Patrol).  These were big

men in green uniforms.  As soon as I said I was there 

for asylum reasons, three of them surrounded me

and another one pushed me against the wall. The 

man who pushed me against the wall searched every 

cavity in my body. Then I was kept in a freezing cell 

called the ice-box. I spent more than 48 hours inside 

the ice-box. My body was so stiff and in so much 

pain.  

Inside Detention at 
the South Texas 
Detention Complex
by Ogbay (name changed for confidentiality)

     During my stay, an officer

approached me and said, “If you sign

the paper I personally will tell the

immigration judge to grant you

asylum, but if you refuse, you will be

taken to federal prison for refusing to

sign.” I calmly read the document and

by signing it I would have voluntarily

agreed to deportation.  

     At that point, I refused to sign it.

 That lie reminded me of the Eritrean

prison guards who offer to Christian

prisoners to renounce their faith in

exchange for their freedom. 

     After 48 hours in the ice-box, I was

transferred to South Texas Detention

Complex (STDC) in Pearsall, Texas.

This detention complex is made of

concrete. Almost every 500 feet there

was a thick locked door.  Because the

movement is controlled, the hallways

are most of the time very quiet. Every

sound makes an echo. 

     A private company called GEO runs

this detention complex. The

employees are not well mannered.

 They have no idea why people come

to the US seeking protection. Their

general attitude is, if you are in prison

you got to be a criminal.  When you

are transported from one place to

another you are put in shackles. They

say that if you are not a criminal you

shouldn’t be here. As a consequence,

asylum seekers are considered and

treated like criminals.  When you ask

for your rights, the guards threaten to

put you in segregation. 
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     One dorm houses about 100 men. For that 

number of people, there were only 4 

bathrooms, 4 shower rooms, and 3 

microwaves.  It was a struggle to get to use 

the services. Big men in detention tend to be 

bossy and abusive towards others.  I was 

someone who says his mind a lot. I would tell 

the guards that I don’t feel safe. But the 

guards don’t take any action, they just close 

their eyes.   

     The guards prefer interacting with Spanish 

speakers more than other people from around 

the world. Hispanic people get food first and 

recreation time first. It makes you feel awful. 

     You’re always hopeless, locked in a 

concrete building. You don’t have any control 

over your life. The guards count you five or six 

times a day. You don’t have control over what 

you eat. If you buy things you overpay for 

whatever it is. 

Fighting for Asylum in Court  

    When I arrived I didn’t know about all the 

court proceedings.  ICE people tell you you 

are here to be deported, not that you are here 

to fight your case. You don’t know until the 

guard takes you to court or you find out from 

other detainees. 

     Also, you are not given a lawyer to help you 

with your case. The judge tells you you can 

hire a lawyer on your own expense. I had 

friends and family outside who helped me find 

a lawyer but I knew people who did not have 

anyone to help them. They would ask another 

detainee, can you write my case? You depend 

on other detainees who try to help you. That’s 

the only way you can save yourself. 

     Without a lawyer your chances to lose are 

better than your chances to win, even if you 

have a good claim. I felt that with a lawyer you 

have a better chance of presenting your case 

properly. A lawyer would give you appropriate 

advice. My lawyer explained things to me and 

there weren’t any problems. 

     The facility doesn’t provide enough 

information about how to access a lawyer. And 

the facility isn’t served with many pro bono 

lawyers or low-cost legal representatives. Prior 

to 2014 there were organizations like RAICES 

that used to help a limited number of people. 

For the last three years or so, there has been 

one organization to my knowledge that does 

know-your-rights sessions once per week. 

     Many asylum seekers with a credible claim 

were deported because they were not able to 

hire a lawyer that costs more a $3,000 or 

because they were not able to get 

representation from the list of non-profit 

organizations provided by the court. 

     Even when someone has a lawyer, it was 

always hard to get in contact, because phone 

calls were extremely expensive.  Several times, 

my lawyer told me that he was not able to see

me because there were not enough visiting 

rooms. I’d wait for him all day and not be 

called.  I felt terrible. Your lawyer is seeking to 

come see you and he won’t be able to help you 

only because the detention doesn’t provide 

room. 
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     The Migrant Center strongly condemns President 

Trump's decision to cancel the DACA program. Under 

the President's decision, no renewal requests will be 

accepted after October 5, 2017. It is estimated that this 

decision will affect 700,000 - 800,000 young people 

brought to the U.S. as children. 

     On September 7, 2017 the Protect DREAMer 

Confidentiality Act was introduced to ensure DACA 

application information, such as addresses, is not used 

for immigration enforcement. California, Minnesota, 

Maine, and Maryland have also sued to enjoin the 

government from using this information and to stop the 

government from rescinding DACA.

Important News     In Eritrea, the prison conditions were 

inhumane; the beatings and abuses were terrible. 

The guards were always very well armed with 

rifles and clubs.  Those guards were there to 

make sure that the prisoners were scared of 

them. 

     In prison in the US it felt like being back in 

Eritrea and abused again. The guards yelled at 

us. We were scared and intimidated of asking 

about our basic rights.  Here in the US you would 

think that you would be treated fairly. It is a 

disappointment, a disillusionment, to not be 

treated well. 

     If you read this far, you are probably 

interested in learning more about asylum 

seekers in detention. STDC needs a program that 

helps asylum seekers. Currently, the Migrant 

Center for Human Rights is the only non-profit 

organization that I know of representing people 

at STDC. Please support the work of this 

organization by donating. 

C A M  P A R O L E  C A N C E L L E D

     Effective August 16, 2017 DHS is no 

longer granting parole under the Central 

American Minors program for El 

Salvadoran, Guatemalan and Honduran 

children who have parents lawfully in the 

U.S. Many parents lawfully in the U.S. do 

not have the legal authority to otherwise 

petition for their children. 

     Children, like others, may still qualify 

for parole if they demonstrate an urgent 

humanitarian need or a significant public 

benefit. They may also receive refugee 

status where they meet the strict legal 

requirements. Where children do not 

qualify, do not know about these processes, 

or do not have the legal assistance they 

need to apply in their country, they will 

continue to make the dangerous journey to 

the U.S. to join their families. 

D A C A  R E S C I N D E D
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A Civil Rights and Civil Liberties complaint 

was filed on behalf of pregnant women 

being held in detention. In August 2016 ICE 

issued a policy that pregnant women 

 "generally not be detained" but appears to 

not be following its own policy.  

     On September 12, 2017 the Supreme Court sided with DHS and stayed a 9th Circuit decision 

allowing refugees with formal ties to a resettlement agency to come to the U.S., in effect 

barring 24,000 refugees from entering the U.S. These are refugees that DHS has already 

approved for admission into the U.S. The full merits of the travel ban case was scheduled to be 

heard by the Supreme Court on October 10, 2017. 

     However, on September 24, 2017 President Trump imposed travel restrictions on 8 countries: 

Chad, Iran, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, Venezuela, and Yemen. The national security 

rational for these restrictions continues to be negligible. Afghanistan, India, Iraq Pakistan and 

the Philippines all have had more terrorist attacks in the last several years but are not on the 

restricted list. On September 25, 2017 the Supreme Court cancelled oral arguments on the 

travel ban case pending briefing from the parties. 

      

R E F U G E E  A D M I S S I O N S  R E S T R I C T E D  &  T R A V E L  B A N  3 . 0

The Attorney General of Washington sued GEO, 

the second-largest for-profit prison company 

in the country, for payment of low wages at the 

Northwest Detention Center. Since 2005 GEO 

has paid thousands of detainees $1 a day, or 

extra food, for work necessary to maintain the 

facility. In 2015 GEO estimated the facility 

would bring $57 million in revenue each year.

G E O  S U E D  F O R  W A G E S

     The United Nations has asked that nations 

around the world help resettle 1.2 million 

refugees. Made public on September 27,  2017 

the Administration has proposed a refugee cap 

of 45,000, the lowest in 37 years. According to 

the UNHCR, in 2014, when the U.S. resettled 

approximately 50,000 refugees, the U.S. ranked 

only 6th internationally in refugees resettled 

based on total country population size. 

    On September 18, 2017, a study by the 

Department of Health and Human Services that 

found that refugees brought in a net $63 billion 

in government revenues from 2005 to 2014. 

I C E  D E T A I N S  P R E G N A N T  

W O M E N

I C E  S U E D  F O R  D E N Y I N G  

P A R O L E  T O  A S Y L U M  S E E K E R S

On September 26, 2017 TRLA filed suit against 

ICE and DHS for the prolonged detention of 

asylum seekers. A 2009 ICE policy states that 

it is not in the public interest to detain 

asylum seekers who have passed a credible 

fear interview, showing that they have a 

significant possibility of winning their case 

before a judge. On October 10, 2017 the 

Supreme Court will hear arguments in 

Jennings v. Rodriguez which will decide if 

immigrants denied release by ICE will have 

the right to a bond hearing after 6 months.
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The Migrant Center, in collaboration with 

RAICES, won asylum for a Guatemalan woman 

and her children. Maria and her children fled 

more than 12 years of domestic violence after 

the Guatemalan police and court system 

repetitively failed to protect her and her 

children. 

Updates

Individual visits conducted Sept: ~80 

Total people assisted Sept: ~40 

CFI and I-589 prep: 3 

How-To present evidence: ~15 

Merits hearing prep: 8 

Workshop on appeal rights: 8 

Workshop on habeas corpus: 8 

Parole requests submitted: 2 

Countries: Guinea, Ghana, Somalia, Niger, 

Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Democratic 

Republic of the Congo

L A U N C H  P A R T Y  

O C T O B E R  1 9 ,  2 0 1 7  

6 : 0 0 P M  -  8 : 0 0 P M  

M E N N O N I T E  C H U R C H  

1 4 4 3  S .  S T .  M A R Y ' S  S T .

G U A T E M A L A N  F A M I L Y  W I N S  

A S Y L U M

The Migrant Center convinced an Immigration 

Judge to give an asylum seeker fleeing political 

persecution in Guinea another chance after 

denying him asylum. Lamine was unrepresented 

at his first hearing and crucial evidence on the 

psychological harm he suffered while being 

tortured, as well as the conditions he 

subsequently had to hide in, were not 

developed at trial.

M O T I O N  T O  R E C O N S I D E R  

A S Y L U M  D E N I A L  G R A N T E D

Please join us for an evening of traditional 

African food and world music. Hear stories 

from refugees who have made it through 

immigration detention and learn more about 

the work of the Migrant Center for Human 

Rights. 

Tickets can be purchased online by clicking 

on the Donate button at 

www.migrantcenter.org. Advance tickets are 

$25. Tickets may also be purchased at the 

door for $30. As this is a fundraising event,

we will hold a small raffle with tickets at $5 

each. Cash, check, and credit card will be 

accepted. We hope you can join us! A  F E W  N U M B E R S



    Cities across the state of Texas and around 

the country know that in order to keep their 

communities safe, immigrants must feel secure 

in reporting crime and cooperating with law 

enforcement investigations and prosecutions. 

Threatening them with deportation is counter- 

productive. When crimes are not reported and 

witnesses fail to show up out of fear of 

deportation, criminals walk free. After the 

Texas Legislature passed SB 4, I spoke with 

many immigrants in San Antonio who 

expressed an increased fear of talking to the 

police. 

    It should go without saying that local 

communities know what is best for them. 

Unfortunately, many politicians in the halls of 

power have forgotten how to respect local 

communities, including local law enforcement. 

Police, prosecutors, and judges not only have 

years of specialized training in criminal 

justice, but are better acquainted with the 

needs and character of the communities they 

work in. 

    Judge Garcia upheld the section of SB 4 

which allows law enforcement to ask about 

immigration status but he correctly halted the 

sections that penalize local communities for 

having policies of not questioning immigration 

status, or arresting or detaining someone 

based on immigration status. In effect, the 

court left the decision of how to use law 

enforcement resources up to local 

jurisdictions. 

     Texas has appealed to the Fifth Circuit. A 

preliminary injunction hearing was held on 

September 22, 2017 and on September 25, 2017 

the Fifth Circuit decided that Texas could 

require law enforcement to comply with ICE 

detainer requests, at least until a final decision 

is made on the merits. A merits hearing is set 

for November 6, 2017. 

    There are two main areas of debate: should 

local law enforcement 1) arrest and 2) detain 

people based on immigration status? The 

answer to the first question is an unequivocal 

no: local law enforcement should not act as 

immigration agents and conduct arrests based 

solely on immigration status. 

      

     In addition to making immigrants afraid to 

work with law enforcement and thereby making 

our communities less safe, making arrests based 

on immigration status can lead to racial 

profiling. After all, how do we know who an 

immigrant is? We are a land of immigrants, an 

ethnically and racially diverse country going 

back for generations. 

     Furthermore, arresting people based on their 

immigration status is an expensive job that takes 

away time and resources that our police could 

better spend on responding to crimes, natural 

disasters like Hurricane Harvey, and other 

community emergencies. This is why many 

communities have ended their 287(g) programs 

with the federal government, which deputize 

local law enforcement officers to act as 

immigration agents. For example, in February 

2017 the sheriff of Harris County, where 

Houston is located, pulled out of the program, 

saving the county $675,000. 

    Whether local law enforcement should detain 

people based on immigration status is a slightly 

more complicated question. There are two 

scenarios in which someone might be detained 

based on immigration status: 1) prior to 

receiving a conviction and/or 2) after being 

convicted. 

    No one should be detained prior to receiving 

a conviction based solely on immigration status. 

If the individual is accused of a serious crime, 

our criminal justice system will likely already 

mandate that he or she be detained pending 

determination of the criminal charge.  For 

individuals accused of non-serious crimes, the 

decision to grant a bond – and the bond amount 

– is determined by a judge who evaluates 

whether that person will refrain from 

committing future crimes and show up to future 

court hearings. The judge can look at the 

person’s immigration status as one factor in the 

analysis. 

    This is consistent with how the federal 

government makes bond decisions across the 

country in immigration cases. In order for a 

person to be released from immigration 

detention they must prove they are not a danger 

to the community and not a flight risk. There is   
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no reason local criminal judges cannot 

competently conduct the same analysis. 

     Our default as a society should always be 

liberty. Just because someone is an immigrant 

doesn’t mean our criminal law should apply any 

differently to them. As our Constitution states, 

all people should be treated equally. And our 

democracy is founded on the principle that 

people are innocent of crimes until proven 

guilty. 

    For immigrants convicted of non-serious 

crimes, such as traffic violations, they should 

complete their sentence and then be released 

according to our criminal law. This ensures 

that people who have committed minor 

infractions are not automatically penalized 

with deportation – a serious penalty that often 

involves ripping families apart – and thereby 

builds trust in the community that law 

enforcement will respond to criminal action in 

a reasonable and proportional manner. 

    Where a serious crime is committed, local 

law enforcement can contact immigration to 

inform them with plenty of notice of the

person’s release date and, on that date, 

immigration can take that person into custody 

to begin the deportation process. There is no 

reason that detainers – immigration requests 

to hold someone past their release date– are 

necessary in these circumstances. In fact, 

detainers have been deemed unconstitutional 

by several courts – such as the Supreme 

Judicial Court of Massachusetts – as an 

unjustified deprivation of liberty. 

    Even so-called sanctuary cities – such as 

liberal San Francisco – do not truly provide 

sanctuary to serious criminals, as local law 

enforcement will contact immigration to 

deport the person before their release from 

criminal custody. In this way “sanctuary” is a 

misnomer; it is also a misnomer in that cities 

do not prevent immigration from doing their 

job looking for, arresting, and detaining 

immigrants – they simply refrain from joining 

in, as is their prerogative. 

    Local communities often know what is best 

for their community. It is illogical,  

counterproductive and illegal for the President 

to withhold money needed for fighting crime 

because local jurisdictions don’t want to do the 

federal government’s job. Cities such as Seattle 

and Chicago have sued, with Chicago recently 

winning a preliminary injunction in district 

court on September 17, 2017. 

   Our criminal justice system has developed to 

reflect what our communities view as serious v. 

non-serious crimes based on our shared values. 

Those in the halls of power should trust our 

system more and not enact policies that takes 

away the power of our local communities to 

decide their future. 

    And, when politicians fail to consider local 

needs, when the Texas Attorney General pushes 

for SB 4 to become law, the courts should 

continue to recognize the important liberty and 

safety interests at stake and protect our 

Constitution by permanently enjoining SB 4. 

To learn more, please see the last page of this 

newsletter. 
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SB4 preliminary injunction and appeal: 
1. https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/pi_decision.pdf 

2.https://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/files/epress/Emergency_Mtn_to_Stay_Preliminary 

_Injunction_Pending_Appeal_corr.pdf?cachebuster:63 

287(g) programs in Texas: 
1. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration-texas-idUSKBN1AG2H7 

2. https://www.texasobserver.org/texas-police-federal-immigration-authorities-ice/ 

Detainer information and cases: 
1. https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/immigration-detainers-overview 

2. http://www.expressnews.com/news/local/article/Federal-judge-rules-that-immigration-

detainers-at-11206688.php 

3. http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/massachusetts-supreme-judicial-court-rules-ice- 

detainer-requests-are-illegal/article/2629492 

4. https://www.immigrantjustice.org/press_releases/immigration-detainers-are-unlawful- 

federal-court-rules 

Sanctuary cities / states around the country: 
1. http://sfgov.org/oceia/sanctuary-city-ordinance-0 

2. https://www.nilc.org/issues/immigration-enforcement/sanctuary-city-toolkit/ 

3. https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/news/2017/03/07/427438/how- 

much-funding-for-sanctuary-jurisdictions-could-be-at-risk/ 

4. http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-sanctuary-state-passed-what-happens-next- 

20170925-htmlstory.html 

5. http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/homeland-security/333919-congress-do-not- 

burden-local-law-enforcement-on 

Litigation to prevent loss of federal funds: 
1. http://www.immigrantjustice.org/press-releases/federal-ruling-chicago-sanctuary-city- 

case-protects-immigrants 

2. http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/seattle-sues-trump-administration- 

over-sanctuary-cities/ 

JOIN US IN OUR WORK SUPPORTING DETAINED ASYLUM SEEKERS 

The Migrant Center for Human Rights depends on donations from 

people like you. Please consider making a contribution to support 

detained asylum seekers today. Visit www.migrantcenter.org.

Migrant Center for Human Rights 
PO Box 90382 

San Antonio, TX 78209 
Phone: 210-802-6061 

www.migrantcenter.org
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RESOURCES ON SB4:


